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Exactly 7 months ago, on 23rd November 2014 I published my copious thoughts about US 
semiconductor company AMD in 3 documents in German:

1. A big marketing-case-study
2. an extensive whitepaper about a key-product for AMD, the "Vishera-2.0" processors
3. an abstract about these 2 documents.

I have promised to publish a short summary of these also in English. It has taken much more 
time than expected by myself – but however: Here it is.

But before starting with my case-study let's mention, that AMD has changed several issues in 
it's strategy and it's operations. I am going to treat this in the last chapter of this paper.

Prologue to AMD marketing-analysis 2014

To me both – as a PC Fan as well as a great sympathiser of the brand – the US semi-
conductor-manufacturer AMD is important.
AMD often is in the headlines for years – and also often for unpleasant reasons:
Wether its too little competitiveness of its processors, wether its layoffs or wether its 
disappointing or even bad business figures.
Positive news of the semiconductor-company in the last years are nothing usual.

Especially as an AMD-fan, it is my great desire, committing my comprehensive knowledge, 
collected in thy last couple of years, to paper and elaborating it.

My marketing-analysis' quintessence is that AMD, in principle, has set the right strategic step 
to escape the 2-fronts-static warfare with Intel & Nvidia in future:
Focusing on other market-segments, where the company is no longer exposed this kind of 
competition with the eternal rivals.

However, AMD has overshot this target and through it's main-focus on new segments has 
very much neglected traditional segments – resulting in massive economic losses.

The logical measure of this finding is that AMD is going to place more emphasis on the more 
"traditional" PC processors.
The decisive product for this to me are (or at least were in autumn 2014) heavily revised 
Vishera-FX processors designated as Vishera-2.0.

As over half a year has passed since releasing my original documents, several things have 
changed since then – 7 months are a reasonable long time in the fast moving IT-business.

So, I will do a complete translation of ALL summaries (from main- as well as from sub-
chapters) of my marketing analysis. In addition I am also going to make a wrap-up about 
news since then.

Vishera-2.0 may be not a valid idea any more: For some reasons in the 2nd half of 2015 this 
product probably wouldn't make much sense – though for other reason it still does.
However I'm going to make a short summary of my Vishera-2.0 paper and write new thoughts
about AMDs current technical Status-Quo and new possible key products.
And: All basic-ideas are still valid today.
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1. Marketing-Analysis of AMD

1.1. Introduction to the analysis
As the name suggests, my first big document is an extensive analysis of AMD's marketing-
policy since 2011, as well as solution-approaches for identified problems and shortcomings.

The starting-situation is determined for each of the 4Ps in marketing:
1. Product
2. Price
3. Promotion
4. Place
5. as well as for strategic & business-aspects.

After the analysis I offer comprehensive approaches for AMD solving current problems and 
improving it's market-situation (in Chapter 2).

 In 1st step strategic approaches = which ways AMD should go
 in the 2nd step operational approaches = how AMD should go to these ways.

As "Eco" ("greenie", environmentalist), who does very much care about ethical and ecological
aspects in all areas of life, of course also in IT, I have also illuminated AMD's commitment in 
this field.

1.2. Pricing-policy
Summary of AMDs price-policy

AMD positions its products primarily on an attractive price-performance ratio (= value for 
money). This positioning in the current situation is the absolute right one.
In most product-fields the current positioning works, the targeted prices (for realizing a good 
price-performance-ratio) are close to the current market-prices.

Potential problems in pricing mostly depend on the product's weaknesses, especially in case 
of the still offered, but technically not up-to-date processors with Piledriver cores (Vishera-
FX and Opteron 3300/4300/6300 CPUs).

Furthermore AMD hasn't managed so far creating monopolies in market-niches or positioning
itself through emotional facets. So in the near future the good price-performance ratio as only 
realistic price positioning will remain.

Additional thoughts to AMDs price-policy
 

 Prices for retail products mostly fit well on the market.
 Graphic-cards & APUs offer quite an attractive price-performance ratio, FX-CPUs 

(compared to Intels Haswell Core-i3 & Core-i5) offer a solid one.
 GPU-prices in comparison to Nvidia are still attractive, but need to be, as AMD offers 

less performance respectively less energy-efficiency (in late 2014).
 Prices for Server-GPU are also rather low, but just for the "little" Kyoto-Opterons 

offer an attractive price-performance-ratio.
The "big" Opterons (3300/4300/6300) though being quite cheap are that much behind 
Intel in terms of computational-power, that they aren't competitive even with these 
rather low prices.
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1.3. Product-policy
Summary of AMDs product-policy

 In case of the processors in the semi-custom range, AMD is very well positioned, in 
case of th the embedded-range well.

 AMD's GPUs in general are well positioned too, but they immediately need significant
improvement to keep their market-position.

 More shadows than light, currently has to be stated for the standardized CPUs, no 
matter if x86- or ARM-based.

 The HSA-strategy is a very good and absolutely suitable approach for AMD. But at 
the moment a wide range of software support is missing for this strategy to real have 
teeth.

1.4. Distribution-policy
Summary of AMDs distribution-policy

 All in all AMD has considerable shortcomings in terms of distribution, especially at 
pre-assembled devices for retail (PCs, notebooks, servers & tablets) with standard-
components and is rarely chosen as supplier by device-manufacturers.

 Pretty good in contrast looks AMDs presence at PCs-components sold directly to end-
customers – CPUs as well as graphic-cards.

 And in the field of embedded and even more of semi-custom products the company 
has achieved 1st successes and there is much more potential still.

Further thoughts to AMDs distribution policy

 AMD is facing challenge with very hard competitors, most of all Intel, which have a 
better standing at device-manufacturers. This leads to the inconvenient situation, that 
manufacturers often prefer others company's components over AMD ones.

 As a result AMD often is lacking to sell standardized products for desktops, notebooks
and tablets to third-party manufacturers.

 A much better standing the company has at end-customers. Among them are quite 
many fans and loyal customers, who like AMDs products and buy them. Especially at 
graphic-devices AMD is competitive to Nvidia as well as to Intel and so it's products 
are a good pick, motivating customers to rebuy AMDs products in future. But 
nevertheless the graphic-product-range needs to be significantly updated to further 
stay competitive with Nvidia.

 And an even better standing than at end-customers has AMD with embedded and 
semi-custom products.
With APUs for Sony's PS4 and Microsoft's Xbox One AMD has taken real "big fishes 
on land".
And also in some fields of embedded processing-units AMD has made design-wins 
and obviously is really competetive towards to it's rivals in these market-segments.
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1.5. Communication-policy
Conclusion AMDs communication-policy

 In terms of communication-policy AMD makes a good job (in the sense of a solid 
job).
The company's communication strategy, like it's main-competitors, is praising it's 
products as the fastest, most beautiful and best.
The strategies realization is proper.

 But there is still room for improvement especially in the interaction with it's customers
and also in terms of image-building.

 A potentially dangerous issue, highly worthy of improvement, is AMDs business-
policy with the FX-product-line.

 At least AMDs former management-responsibles haven't realised the far-reaching 
consequences also in terms of communication, the FX-line as "top-dog" in the 
companys product-portolio has.
The whole product-range and the whole brand "AMD" is very much judged by the 
flagship-product. And for end-customers the flagship at the moment are the FX-CPUs 
– but their further technical development is frozen since October 2012.

1.6. Strategic & business-approaches
Conclusion strategic & business-approaches

 AMD has taken the right direction in it's restructuring, but has overshot the target, has 
set too much focus on new and too little on traditional business-fields.

 As a result AMD has experienced very high economic losses in the traditional fields, 
especially in the server-division. And because of high investments into new business-
fields and strong timelags in becoming break-even there, AMD has gone into financial
distress.

 This needs to be changed. Because both now and in the near future the company 
generates most of its revenue still in the "classic" business-fields. And even when 
growth in new business-fields will be realized, CPUs & GPUs for end-customers will 
remain an important sales-driver in the PC-sector.

Further thoughts to AMDs business-strategy

 While since 1986 being in a "static-warfare" with Intel at x86-CPUs, AMD since 
taking over ATI in 2006 is in a 2-front long-time static-warfare in the CPU- as well as 
in the GPU-market (here with Nvidia).

 The strategic repositioning, stronger focusing on new market-segments for avoiding 
competition with very hard opponents and breaking out the "static warfare", basically 
is not only a right but an absolutely necessary step.

 But AMD has focused too much on new segments and therefor has neglected 
traditional product-lines.

 AMD has underestimated the time-lag of economical break-even & the lack of USPs 
in new product-fields. And the company has also underestimated it's reliance on 
revenue from traditional product-fields, especially on it's Opteron server-CPUs.

 This has resulted in massive economic losses as well as in losing a lot of trust and 
predictability at it's customers & partners.
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2. Possible solution approaches for AMD
So the current situation of AMD is analysed. But Ulrich Lintl doesn't remain in the problem- 
analysis, but also shows specific solutions.

2.1. Strategic solution approaches
Conclusion strategic solution approaches

 AMDs has taken the path away from the pure PC and Server-x 86 CPU- & GPU 
manufacturers towards a diverse semiconductor-company is not only right, it is 
necessary. But – as still mentioned – AMD has overshot this target and has to stop 
such mistakes and to set the right measures for a better future.

 Especially with processors adapted to customers requirements (semi-custom) & non-
PC or non-smartphone-processors (embedded), e.g. such ones used in industrial plants,
AMD has good opportunities in the market.

 AMD is the only full-range provider among the semiconductor-manufacturers offering
both x86- & ARM-CPUs as wells as GPUs from one single source.
This is one reason why it were useful, extending virtualisation-approaches also on 
heterogeneous, non-integrated processing-architectures, where the computational 
power of different core-types is bundled as efficiently as possible.

 AMD, in addition to the chosen measures, needs to revise its traditional Computer 
processors, first of all the Vishera FX-desktop CPUs but also it's "big” Opterons 
(3300/4300/6300) deeply in the short term.

Further thoughts on AMDs strategic solution approaches

 AMD should put it's focus on fields, were it is likely to make design-wins.
In my eyes these fields at the primarily are semi-custom designs & embedded-devices.

 Also PC-products for end-customers (consumers as well business-customers), building
their own devices with hand-picked components, are a field of potential success for 
AMD.

 Furthermore it should seek for solutions, using virtualisation for the most effective 
integration of heterogeneous hardware, even if the hardware doesn't natively support 
integration-technology.
So AMD could create systems getting out a maximum of performance and energy-
efficiency by using many or even all AMDs different types of processors (x86- & 
ARM-CPUs and GPUs).

2.2. Operational solution approaches
Conclusion operational solution approaches

 AMD in short term needs to position itself as the better price-performance-alternative 
(better value for money) on the market. But in the longer term it should manage, 
creating clear productwise USPs as well – for what I basically see a good chance.

 The Vishera-2.0 processors for 2015 in many ways are an absolutely necessary 
product for AMD.

 The 3400/4400/6400 Opteron CPUs, very closely related with the new Visheras, are 
perhaps are similar necessary products.
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 Technically, but even more so economically AMD will only be successful if it creates 
integrated, high-quality solutions, with the involvement of customers, retailers and 
other partners.

 Therefore more and better communication with a variety of stakeholders (customers, 
opinion leaders, retailers, distributors and others) for AMD is a very decisive, 
operational measure, in order to accomplish selling even good products on the markets
successfully.

Further thoughts on AMDs operational solution approaches

 AMD's most important product on the desktops are the FX-CPUs, on the servers the 
"big-core" Opterons. Both processor-types are very closely related, currently using the
"Piledriver" cores.
So updating these 2 processor-families is crucial for AMD. At autumn 2014 I called 
for deeply revising the Piledriver cores.

 AMD has something very rare in semi-conductors business: A loyal fanbase. But 
AMD hasn't sufficiently cared about this. Similar story with retailers.

 AMD has to change this and to start an extensive communication-process with various
stakeholders, primarily with consumers, retailers & distributors.
Together they should collaborate on creating new and on improving existing products.

 This would automatically integrate research-elements into product-development and 
strengthen the company's ties to it's stakeholders.

 And good personal relationships to it's stakeholders are decisive for competing with 
financially much more powerful opponent Intel. Loyal partners together with highly 
available products are the only way to really sell.

 In context with this, optimizations in SCM (supply-chain-management) were also very
important, optimizations in the flow of goods as well as in the flow of information.

3. AMD & corporate responsibility
As a "greenie" (environmentalist) it's a matter close to my heart implementing the aspect of 
sustainability into this case-study. And even more than that: To me it should be common in all
whitepapers, considering sustainability, as it's important not only for our planet, but also for 
companys economical success in the long term.

So in my original paper I have taken a closer look on how AMD is dealing with:
 Extraction of raw-materials
 The use of environmental-friendly materials
 A long product-lifecycle
 High recyclability
 Respect for citizens rights.

Conclusion corporate responsibility

 In terms of environmental-compatibility AMD is highly competitive, also social 
aspects are taken seriously.

 Particularly good progress in terms of sustainability AMD has realized in the long life 
of its platforms, which is saving money for the users and reducing the demand for raw 
materials & the mountains of garbage.
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 I am somewhat disappointed about AMD not giving an opinion to the allegations of 
mass-surveillance, brought against almost all big US IT-corporations.
Something that can be harmful also on the commercial level, as the example of Cisco 
shows, because when lacking trust, customers are seeking for alternatives, that are 
classified as monitoring-safe.

 Overall AMD definitely takes corporate sustainability seriously and does things well 
in this respect.

4. Vishera-2.0

4.1. Previous history & background-information Vishera-2.0
In late October 2012 AMD has launched its latest generation of FX-series desktop processors,
codename "Vishera".

Originally I thought that AMD introduces Vishera-refresh-CPUs with the Richland-core-
updates in the  first quarter of 2014 and then in the first half of 2015 an all new FX generation
with Excavator-cores. Enhanced Visheras for 2013 the company already announced in 2012.

As I know today, AMD would have been able to build an Excavator-based CPU in 28nm 
structural-size with 6 modules (so 12 integer cores).
Such an FX-CPU would at general applications (but not at games) have reached the 
performance-level of the 2015 Intel Core-i7 processors with 4 cores or the level of at least the 
slowest Sandy Bridge-E model (Core-i7 3930K) with 6 cores.
This is a very tempting idea, that sadly reamains a phantasy as AMD 2014 clearly has 
communicated that the next all-new FX-CPU deployed should be one based on the completely
new ZEN-architecture in 2016.

As a "Plan B", that could be realized with less effort but nearly an as great performance-
increase as Excavator-FXs (with 4 modules), I have created the idea for revised Piledriver-
cores, which then would have been implemented into 2015 Vishera-2.0 FX-CPUs.

4.2. Basic infos to AMDs FX-product-line
Why are the FX-CPUs so tremendously important for AMD?

 The FX-processors are the top-models within the AMD product-range, the currently 
most powerful products. And the top-models communicationswise highly stand for a 
companys whole product-range respectively for the entire brand.
Just from a communications point of view competitive FX-CPUs for AMD are really 
decisive.

 AMDs current top-models are clearly inferior to Intel in terms of gaming-
performance. But when it comes to application-performance, they can keep it up with 
Intel's second strongest mainstream-product-line "Core i5".

 AMD has to do do everything to ensure that this level of competitiveness is going to 
be maintained. If the fastest AMD's were even unable to keep up with the Core-i5 – 
not to mention the Core-i7 – this would be a huge disaster.

 A similar disaster this would be in terms of pricing, if AMD had to lower prices even 
of its top-models down to the level of Intel's Core-i3-models (lower medium-range) to 
remain competitive.
This would let AMD appear as a discounter and could likely reduce the achievable 
prices for its CPUs on the long-run.
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 Especially for a company like AMD, thats repeatedly in the media also for unpleasant 
reasons (dismissals, poor corporate results, product shifts), it would be very important 
to set a strong sign of reliability and predictability and to renew its products at 
reasonable regular lifecycles.
The Vishera CPUs now are already on the market since October 2012. The currently 
scheduled successor with ZEN-cores would make it's debut in spring 2016 – and thus 
3 ½ years after Vishera. This is 2-3 times the standard-product-lifecycle.

Starting-point with Vishera 1.0:
 When it comes to gaming-performance the 2012 featured Vishera-FX CPUs (Vishera 

1.0) were barely competitive against the Ivy-Bridge Core-i3-models, that were up-to-
date then.
Compared to the 2013 featured Haswell Core-i3, as well as to all Core-i5 & i7 models 
introduced since 2011 the current Visheras only come-off second-best.

 Until today competitive the Vishera-1.0 however are in terms of their (general) 
application-performance:
The 2-module FXs against the Pentium, the 3-module ones compared with the Core-i3
and the 4-module ones against the Core-i5 - even against Intels based on the latest 
Haswell-architecture.

 By 2015 that is threatened to change, when Intel will introduce its next generation of 
processors based on the Broadwell-architecture. If the Broadwell would realize the 
same performance-gains of 6-8% as their predecessors, then even AMD 4-module-FX 
processors were falling behind the Intel Core-i5 also in terms of application-
performance.

And that were a disaster for AMD!

4.3. Vishera-2.0 in detail
As the FX-product-line is extremely important to AMD, however 2015 there will not be all-
new FX-processors with Excavator-cores. So AMD should significantly revise the existing 
architecture with Piledriver-cores in 32nm manufacturing-process and thus realise Vishera-
2.0.

What AMD would achieve with improved Vishera-2.0 CPUs:

 Vishera-2.0 would feature greatly improved energy-efficiency through moderately 
higher computing-power and clearly reduced energy-consumption.

 Thus AMD would improve its technical competitiveness and maintain its market-
position towards Intel at the important mid-range desktop-processors.

 The Vishera-2.0 CPUs were the flagships in the AMD product-range in 2015 and by 
2016 (after ZEN-introduction) would function as low-budget products or as upgrade-
CPUs for existing systems with AM3+ mainboards.

 Vishera-2.0 were an important signal in terms of communication as well as in terms of
building trust with customers & fans and with the markets as a whole.

 Just through the desktop-top-models presentation – which the FX-processors are – 
addtitional PR could be created by specialist media and beyond.

 In case of significant improvements of the products, there is also a chance for a 
positive image-effect for AMD.
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Specific fields for improvement of the Piledriver-cores:

 First of all of course, introduction of "Richland-improvements", with a sophisticated, 
3-level Power Management is obligatory. But this sole measure for a 2015 processor 
of course were much too little.

 But when switching from "Kabini" to "Beema" AMD with entry-level Notebook-
processors has already proven, that it can be realize a significantly higher efficiency 
(up to 63%) based on the same technology.

 In addition, there are numerous, other "levers", that can be applied from AMD without
fundamental changes at the chip-design:

 Decreasing (high) cache-latencies
 Revising the fetch-unit
 Eliminating or at least widening bottlenecks with regard to the single-thread-

performance
 Ideally implementing new instruction-sets (especially AVX2) or hardware-

virtualization features.

Taking into account AMD's nomenclature, which is giving module-base core's codenames of 
construction-vehicles – for the thus improved processor-cores I would use the codename 
"Drillingrig" (drilling-rig). 

New FX-processors with Drillingrig-cores, according to my estimations, would even be a 
little faster than such with Steamroller-cores:
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4.4. New, Drillingrig-based Opterons?
Should AMD introduce new Opteron-processor with revised Drillingrig-cores? From my 
point of view: YES.

If the improved, technical base is available, then you should use it on broad base. Moreover, 
as "Drillingrig" significantly improves the "performance-per-watt" - what is a particular 
important parameter for server-CPUs.
Especially so, because the FX-series for the desktop and the 3400-Opterons share the same 
socket and adaption-overhead would be virtually zero for these. 4400-Opterons with the same 
DIE but a different socket could be adapted with little effort.
Only the 6400-Opterons would require more major adaptions.

But considering that AMD in 2013 has   earned   on average 400 $ / unit with x86-server-CPUs, 
whereas with APUs earnings / unit only have been 50-100 $, then it becomes clear that 
Server-market is very profitable and also significant investment into it is justified.

Of course even with Drillingrig-Opterons AMD won't be able catching up with currently 
superior Xeon-processors from Intel, but however to significantly reduce the gap to these.  
And that would improve both, the short-term sales-figures as well as the number of existing-
customers, who are a potential for repeated sales in future. The starting-point for upcoming 
ZEN-Opterons would thereby be improved.
And furthermore a positive image-effect would occur.

And if there are people, who still are not conviced with one of my arguments so far:
Considering catastrophic 1.7% market share of  x86-server-processors in   Q3/  2014 AMD in 
any case just can win with improved products!

5. New developments at AMD after my 2 studies
Since the publication of my 2 papers (in German) about AMD's marketing-policy & the 
Vishera-2.0 processors in late November 2014 7 months have passed.
On top of AMDs management Lisa Su replacing Rory Read as CEO was already known at 
that time.

In 2015, under the new management, further important changes in AMDs business-policy 
have happened.

Summary of changes at AMD until May 2015:
 Tablet-processors have been "scrapped" just as all scheduled processor in 20nm 

structural-size.
And even the 2012 acquired Microserver-manufacturer "SeaMicro" has been shut 
down.

 The project "Skybridge", where AMD produces ARM- as well as x86-processors 
sharing the same socket and thereby can be used on the same motherboards, is moved 
to 2017.
Same story with all-new ARM-processors, which also shall arrive as recently as 2017, 
but then however with self-developed, optimized cores of the K12-architecture.

 The Carizzo-APUs, the last & most powerful stage of 2011 introduced processors with
module-architecture, by 2015 are only introduced in notebooks.
In the desktops there will be no Carizzos by 2015 but instead higher clocked Kaveri-
APUs, codenamed: "Godavari".
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 AMD doesn't introduce all-new GPUs, neither in 28nm nor in 20nm. Instead a 
"refresh" of the current R200-series chip-generation is going to come.
The only exception from the refresh are the new top-range-models labelled as "Radeon
Fury", their "Fiji" GPU is a new chip with GCN-1.2/1.3 architecture.

 AMD puts almost everything on one card – and this card is named ZEN.
In 2016 both new FX-processors for the desktop, as well as the new Opteron-CPUs 
based on the (hopefully) revolutionary ZEN architecture are targeted to arrive.
AMD has announced that ZEN shall feature up to 40% more performance than it's 
predecessor-architecture "Excavator".
Both, the upcoming FX-CPUs as well as the next APU-Generation (which still uses 
Excavator-cores, so in principle, "Carizzo") shall utilize the new AM4-socket from 
2016 on.

 For semi-custom and embedded solutions, the already taken and still today quite 
successful path should be pursued further.

 Furthermore AMD parted in early 2015 with 3 vice-presidents and key-decision-
makers, who were responsible for marketing, strategy and the CPU & GPU product-
management.
A clear indication that there had been discontent between the company and these 
employees.

 To round out AMD has even introduced a new, comprehensive & partially interactive 
online-portal for partners, called "Partner Hub".

My ideas & the reality at AMD

Comparing my ideas for AMD and the current changes at AMD from the end of 2014 to date, 
it becomes visible, that there is quite a high degree of congruence:

1. I have very clearly recommended focussing on improved FX- and Opteron-CPUs.
AMD has recognized, how important especially the business with "big" server-CPUs 
and also with "big" desktop-CPUs is. AMD again wants to be part of the game in these
profitable market-segments and is convinced, that its ZEN-architecture is able to take 
it up with Intels upcoming Core-i and Xeon-processors.
However this year unfortunately there shall be no really new FX-processors - what in 
my eyes is quite sad. But since Intel has had problems with its Broadwell-processors, 
which are almost skipped for desktop-computers, this fact in effect for AMD in 2015 
is not too crucial (2016 is a different story).

2. For new ARM-CPUs, based on standard-processing-design, I have predicted it will be 
difficult for them on the markets against well established competitors.
AMD has set a pretty radical step, has cancelled all new ARM-CPUs in standard 
design (scheduled for 2015) and has moved even CPUs with self-developed ARM-
designs on 2017.

3. I have identified communication with customers & partners as a major flaw and have 
presented some specific ideas how AMD can improve communications with 
stakeholders.
AMD has significantly expanded its community activities and with the "Partner Hub" 
has created an all new, well made online-platform for active customer-care.

4. I have pointed out that AMD will only remain competitive against the current graphics
cards from NVIDIA with a new GPU-generation. AMD has introduced the slightly 
refreshed Rx300 graphics-chips, that have seen at least minor improvements, and in 
addition 1 all new chip (Fiji) and even one with revolutionary HBM-memory.
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A real pity to me of course is, that probably my most extensive suggestion, new Vishera-2.0 
FX CPUs for 2015, will not be complied. But in return the company aims for all new and 
(hopefully) revolutionary FX-processors in 2016.

Nevertheless AMD – just as Intel – seems to have recognized, that with its current strategy in 
regard to its most powerful desktop-processors, they have frustrated even their most loyal 
customers and want to change this.

AMDs financial situation seems to be precarious, what leads me to believe, that simply a lack 
of money deters them realizing interesting products, such as Vishera-2.0 or new Opterons 
(with Drillingrig - or even better Excavator-cores) already in 2015. All ressources seem to be 
spent for ZEN in 2016. But considering the ZENs late introduction (Q3/2016), AMD should 
seriously consider, indroducing deeply revised 32nm-FX-CPUs in 2015 or early 2016.

AMD has largely drawn consequences in its business policy, some of that I've elaboreted in 
my marketing-analysis.
And that makes me glad!

6. Conclusion & final words
Whats the final conclusion of my marketing-analysis about AMD?

 The turn away from the pure x86-CPU & GPU-manufacturer to a diverse positioned 
processor-manufacturer basically is absolutely right, but in the concrete way, related 
with the strong shift away from the traditional PC- & server-scope, it's a failed 
strategy. AMD in the short term needs to reduce the focus on possible growth-
segments and to increase its engagement in traditional business-fields.

 Very important or 2015/2016 were a deep revision of the 2012 Piledriver-core-
architecture and its use mainly in the FX-desktop, but also in the Opteron-server-
CPUs.
These very likely will unfortunately not be realized, im my opinion due to a lack of 
financial resources.

 In the semi-custom and embedded segments, AMD currently is well on the way and 
should continue going the taken path.

 In short-term AMDs only realistic option for positioning on the market is offering a 
good price-performance-ratio, so offering excellent value for money.
If the company again manages creating technically more attractive products or 
products with clear USPs, it should be able to achieve higher prices for its products in 
future.

 The way biggest potential, creating a sustainable USP, that's hard to realize for 
competitors, is the integration of all different types of core-architectures, so x86, ARM
and GPU, into the same processors or at least into the same computers.

 AMD needs to further maintain and enlarge it's extra-sympathy-bonus as underdog. 
The company needs to create and to expand good relations to consumers as well as to 
retailers and other stakeholders.
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AMD's current situation is really very difficult and as a sympathizer of the brand as well as a 
computer-freak you need be worried about the company.
S  ome analysts painting-black and predicting AMD being bankrupt in 2020, while other 
analysts contradict this point of view  , just as I do.
When AMD puts the right measures, then there is a big potential for a run of success in the 
mid-term.

And still several positive steps have been set by AMD – including such I have recommended. 
Of course it's unclear, whether this is a result of my assistance – which is possible, but not too
likely.

However I feel vindicated in my thoughts and in my work and I am looking forward positive 
– both for me, as well as for AMD!

7. Copyright
The document "AMD-marketing-summary-2014.pdf" has been created by Ulrich Lintl.

The author defines following rights of use:

 Non-commercial use of this documents information is allowed and welcome, on 
condition stating the source. Also the use by AMD is allowed and welcome.
Examples for non-commercial use are internet-forums, profiles in social-media-
plattforms (Facebook, Twitter, …).

 Also the use in commercial-media is allowed under the same conditions as non-
commercial use. Examples for commercial media are periodicals (newspapers, 
magazines, online-media), audio-visual media (TV, radio) oder platforms similar to 
media (i.e. blogs).

 The commercial use beyond media basically is forbidden. Example for this kind of use
are books, document-platforms (i.e. SCRIBD), paid studies & consulting-papers.
In this case the content of this document may only be used with the author's explicit 
permission.

For any questions – don't hesitate to contact me.
I for sure am very much interested in spreading these document's information and to have a 
good relationship to all stakeholders.
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